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ABSTRACT
Extended-stage small cell lung cancer (SCLC) responds to platinum/vepeside-based first-line chemotherapy but relapses
rapidly as drug-resistant tumor. Topotecan (TPT) is the single chemotherapeutic agent approved for second-line treatment of SCLC. However, the response to TPT is short-lived and novel treatment modalities need to be developed. Sequential treatment of cytotoxic drugs and inhibitors of cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) showed promising preclinical
anticancer activity and, in the present work, combinations of TPT with CDK inhibitors olomoucine, roscovitine and
CDK4I are shown to exhibit synergistic cytotoxic activity against SCLC cell lines. Highest activity was found against
TPT-resistant NCI-H417 and DMS153 cell lines and moderate chemosensitizing effects against a primary SCLC cell
line and sensitive GLC19 cells at levels of CDK inhibitors which exerted low toxicity. A combination of 0.6 µM TPT
with 0.6 µM roscovitine, exhibiting no significant cytotoxicity as single agents, reduced viability of the TPT-resistant
NCI-H417 line (IC50 > 10 µM) by 50%. In the TPT resistant cell lines olomoucine and roscovitine, targeting CDK1,2,5,7,
were highly effective, whereas in the more sensitive cell lines CDK4I, inhibiting mainly CDK4/6, showed activity. In
NCI-417 cells, preincubation with roscovitine for one day proved synergistic with TPT. Thus, in good accordance with
previous findings, CDK inhibitors are able to convert SCLC cancer cells which are cell-cycle arrested by a blockade of
topoisomerase I by TPT to apoptotic cells. Since nowadays several CDK inhibitors are at various phases of clinical
testing their combination with TPT seems to constitute a promising approach to improve second-line chemotherapy in
SCLC.
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1. Introduction
Small cell lung cancer (SCLC) represents approximately
13% of all lung cancer diagnoses and its incidence has
reduced over the last 20 years, although the frequency is
rising in women due to increased use of tobacco [1-3]. It
is a highly malignant neuroendocrine tumor of the lung
and treatment of SCLC remains challenging because of
its rapid growth, early dissemination and development of
drug resistance during the course of the disease [4].
Without treatment, SCLC has the most aggressive clinical course of any type of pulmonary tumor, with median
survival from diagnosis of only 2 to 4 months [4]. Compared with other cell types of lung cancer, SCLC has a
greater tendency to be widely disseminated by the time
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of diagnosis but is much more responsive to chemotherapy and radiation therapy first-line. With current chemotherapy regimens survival is prolonged, however, the
overall survival at 5 years is only 5% to 10% [4-6]. At
the time of diagnosis, approximately 30% of patients
with SCLC will have tumor confined to the hemithorax
of origin, classified as having limited-stage disease andmedian survival of 16 to 24 months [7]. Patients with
extensive-stage disease have a worse prognosis with median survival of 6 to 12 months.
Chemotherapy improves the survival of patients with
limited-stage or extensive-stage SCLC, but it is curative
in only a minority of patients [4-6]. The standard combination of etoposide and cisplatin chemotherapy with
concurrent chest radiation therapy achieves median survivals of 18 to 24 months and 40% to 50% 2-year surJCT
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vival with less than a 3% treatment-related mortality.
Carboplatin is an acceptable alternative to cisplatin, with
comparable efficacy and a more favorable toxicity profile
[8]. Despite high initial response rates, the majority of
patients relapse early and exhibit chemoresistance. Regimens that have shown activity as second line treatment
include oral etoposide, etoposide/cisplatin, cyclophosphamide/doxorubicin/vincristine (CAV), lomustine/methotrexate, paclitaxel, and topotecan (TPT) [4,5]. Pharmacological inhibitors of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTK),
including c-Kit, epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR),
insulin-like growth factor-I receptor (IGFR1) and vascular endothelial growth factor receptor (VEGFR), have
been investigated as potential anti-tumor agents in SCLC
with disappointing results [9].
One possible approach to improve the second-line
treatment of SCLC may try to increase the efficacy of the
chemotherapeutics in use through modulation of drug
resistance of the tumor cells. Topotecan (TPT), a water
soluble semisynthetic derivative of camptothecin (CPT),
has demonstrated antineoplastic activity in a wide range
of cell culture and xenograft systems and is currently
approved for second-line therapy in ovarian cancer and
SCLC [10-12]. The drug inhibits replication of rapidly
dividing cells by disrupting the normal function of the
nuclear enzyme topoisomerase I. The mechanism of CPT
poisoning of TOP1 rests on inhibition of the religation
function of the enzyme resulting in the stabilization of
the TOP1-cleavable complex. In the presence of CPTs
this enzyme-DNA complex impairs transcription and
DNA replication, resulting in fork stalling and the formation of DNA double-strand breaks in proliferating cells
[13]. The efficacy of TPT is related to exposure time and
the recommended regimen is 1.5 mg/m2 as a 30-minute
intravenous infusion, daily for 5 days, repeated every 21
days. In phase II trials of TPT in SCLC the overall response rate in refractory patients (relapse within 90 days
after first-line therapy) was low at 2% to 11%, whereas
in sensitive patients (relapse after days following firstline therapy) the overall response rate was 14% to 37%.
TPT was compared with combined cyclophosphamide/
doxorubicin(adriamycin)/vincristine (CAV) therapy in
patients with relapsed, sensitive SCLC and no significant
differences were detected for response rates and duration;
however, TPT offered superior control of some symptoms. Furthermore, an oral formulation of TPT with similar efficacy to intravenous formulations is available [14,
15]. Noncumulative anaemia, neutropenia and thrombocytopenia are the dose-limiting adverse effects associated with TPT. TPT is currently the only drug licensed in
Europe and the US for second-line treatment of SCLC,
having been shown in a phase III trial to lead to longer
overall survival and better quality of life than with BSC.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

A phase III trial which compared oral TPT with best
supportive care (BSC) in relapsed SCLC patients revealed partial response rate of 7% for the TPT group,
with a further 44% gaining disease stabilization, and a
median survival time of 25.9 weeks (versus 13.9 weeks
for BSC), clearly indicating an urgent need for novel and
improved therapeutic options [16,17]. As with most
chemotherapeutics, intrinsic and acquired drug resistance
represents an obstacle that limits the success of camptothecin (CPT) derivative therapy [13,18]. Resistance to
CPT-based drugs might be caused by factors such as
poor drug accumulation in the tumor, high rate of drug
efflux, mutations in TOP1 leading to failure in CPT
docking, or altered signaling triggered by the drugTOP1-DNA complex, as well as expression of DNA repair proteins, and failure to activate cell death pathways.
Inactivation of p16INK4/cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A (CDKN2A), an inhibitor of cyclin-dependent
kinases 4 (CDK4) and 6 (CDK6), may be essential for
oncogenesis in non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC).
Two clones of p16INK4-transfected NSCLC cell lines
showed more than sevenfold increases in sensitivity to
CPT-11 (11,7-ethyl-10-[4-(1-piperidino)-1-piperidino] carbonyloxycamptothecin), compared with the matching
untransformed cells [19]. The topoisomerase I-mediated
DNA relaxation activities of ectopic p16INK4-expressing cells were approximately 5 times higher than those of
the parent cells, due to an elevated topo I mRNA level
and an increase in topo I protein. Therefore, we tested
several CDK inhibitors for a possible modulation of TPT
sensitivity of SCLC cell lines. These inhibitors recently
gained much interest since, for example, Palbociclib
(formerly known as PD-0332991), a novel oral selective
inhibitor of CDK4/6 that blocks tumor cell progression,
has received a “breakthrough therapy designation” from
the FDA for the treatment of patients with breast cancer,
and similar drugs, like Dinaciclib (SCH727965/CDK1,2,
5,9), Alvocidib (flavopiridol/CDK1,2,4,6) and Seliciclib/
CYC202 (roscovitine/CDK2,5) are at various phases of
clinical testing [20]. Our experiments comprised SCLC
lines with different sensitivity to TPT and a primary cell
line SCLC26A initiated in our institution.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Reagents and Cell Lines
Olomoucine and roscovitine were obtained from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and the CDK4 inhibitor
from Calbiochem (Darmstadt, Germany). Stock solutions
of all compounds were prepared in DMSO. All other
chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, except
indicated otherwise. NCI-H417 was obtained from ATCC
(Rockville, MD, USA), DMS153 cells from ECACC
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1 × 104 cells in 100 μl medium per well were distributed
in 96-well microtiter plates (Greiner, Kremsmuenster,
Austria) and the test compound added in another 100 μl.
Drugs and solute controls were serially diluted in twofold
steps in triplicate. The microtiter plates were incubated
under tissue culture conditions for four days and cell viability was measured using a modified MTT (3-(4,5dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2, 5-diphenyl-tetrazolium bromide)
assay (EZ4U, Biomedica, Vienna, Austria). Optical density was measured using a microplate reader at 450 nm
with an empty well as reference. Values obtained from
control wells containing cells and media alone were set
to 100% proliferation.

3. Results
NCI-H417 and DMS153 SCLC cell lines were treated
with TPT alone and in combination with the CDK inhibitors roscovitine and olomoucine, respectively (Figure 1). Initial concentrations of 10 µM for TPT, 10 µM
for roscovitine and 25 µM for olomoucine were diluted
in eight twofold dilution steps, the cells incubated for
four days in tissue culture and viability assessed by the
modified MTT assay. Combinations of TPT and CDK
inhibitors comprised full initial concentrations of both
drugs. Whereas DMS153 cells show intermediate resistance to TPT with IC50 values of approximately 2.5 µM,
NCI-H417 proved to be highly resistant to TPT with IC50
values exceeding 10 µM. Peak plasma concentrations of
TPT reaches values up to approximately 0.5 µM. Roscovitine and olomoucine alone had a minor effects on cell
viability, not exceeding 10% inhibition at the highest
concentrations used. Combinations of the CDK inhibitors
with TPT revealed significant synergism for DMS153
and roscovitine (Figure 1(a)) and marked synergism for
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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2.2. Chemosensitivity Assay
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(Porton Down, Salisbury, UK) and the GLC19 cell line
from Dr. Nina Pedersen from the Department of Radiation Biology, The Finsen Centre, National University
Hospital, Copenhagen, Denmark and SCLC26A was
established from a pleural effusion of an untreated patient with SCLC at our institution. Cells were grown in
RPMI-1640 bicarbonate medium (Seromed, Berlin, Germany) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Seromed), 4 mM glutamine and antibiotics (10× stock formulated to contain ~5000 units penicillin, 5 mg streptomycin and 10 mg neomycin/ml) under tissue culture
conditions (37˚C, 5% CO2, 95% humidity) and checked
for mycoplasma contamination (Mycoplasma PCR ELISA,
Roche Diagnostics, Vienna, Austria). Cells grow as spheroids in suspension and were subcultures two times a
week.
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Figure 1. Results from chemosensitivity tests showing doseresponse curves of the combinations of TPT with roscovitine for DMS153 (A) and NCI-H417 (C), respectively, as
well as of TPT with olomoucine for NCI-H417 cells (B).
Drugs were used at initial concentrations of 10 µM for TPT
and roscovitine, and 25 µM for the less active olomoucine,
respectively. The combinations contained the full concentration of both compounds and all formulations were diluted twofold in eight steps (mean values ± SD, n = 3).

the NCI-H417 cells cotreated with TPT and olomoucine
and roscovitine, respectively (Figures 1(b) and (c)). In
fact, the single drugs which reduced viability of these
cells to less than 10% - 25%, resulted in complete cell
kill when used in combination.
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In order to further investigate the interaction of TPT
with CDK inhibitors, the experiments were extended to
include the GLC19 SCLC cell line obtained after chemoradiotherapy, including cyclophosphamide/adriamycin/
vincristine (CAV), and the freshly isolated, primary
SCLC26A cell line, at first passages in tissue culture.
Furthermore, CDK4I targeted primarily to CDK4/6, in
contrast to roscovitine and olomoucine, was tested (Table 1). GLC19 is TPT-sensitive, with an IC50 value of 17
nM TPT and the SCLC26A cell line has a higher IC50
value of 125 ± 43 nM TPT (results not shown). Figure 2
shows the reduction of viable SCLC cells in MTT assays
resulting from combing TPT with the respective CDK4
inhibitors in the range of IC50 concentrations for TPT,
except for NCI-H417, where the IC50 values of the drug
combination had to be used, since this value was not reched for TPT (Figure 2). The results demonstrate, that
sensitization to TPT by CDK inhibitors is highest for the
drug-resistant cell lines NCI-H417 and DMS153. For
NCI-H417 cells, roscovitine is the most efficient resistance
Table 1. Specificity of selected CDK inhibitors.
Compound

CDK1

CDK2

CDK4

CDK5

Kd (µM)
Olomoucine

7.0

7.0

>1000

3.0 (p35)

Roscovitine

0.65

0.7

>1000

0.2 (p35)

CDK4I

2.1

0.52

0.076

-
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50
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Figure 2. Overview of the reductions in the number of viable SCLC cancer cells due to the combined cytotoxicity of
TPT in combination with the respective CDK inhibitors in
MTT assays. Except for NCI-H417, where the IC50 values of
the drug combination had to be used for calculation since
this value was not reached for TPT, the enhanced cytotoxicity against the other three cell lines was quantified for the
IC50 values of TPT in the dose-response curves (mean values ± SD, n = 3).
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

modulator, followed by olomoucine, which had to be
applied at higher concentration (×2.5) and CDK4I, whereas
in the more TPT-sensitive cell lines SCLC26A and
GLC19 the chemosensitizing effect is much smaller and
the CDK4I inhibitor proved to more effective compared
to roscovitine and olomoucine (Figure 2).
For NCI-H417 cells the cytotoxic activity of TPT was
measured following preincubation of the cells with 5 µM
CDK4I, 10 µM roscovitine or 25 µM olomoucine, respectively for 24 hrs. Pretreatment of the cells with
CDK4I and olomoucine lowered TPT-sensitivity (approximately 4- and 2-fold, respectively), whereas roscovitine preincubation still resulted in increased chemosensitivity (approximately 3fold; results not shown).

4. Discussion
In the present work we employed several CDK inhibitors
at concentrations that exhibited low toxicity in order to
investigate the putative modulation of TPT cytotoxicity
against several SCLC cell lines. CDK4I is a cell-permeable, unsymmetrical indolocarbazole compound that displays antiproliferative properties through reversible and
ATP-competitive inhibition of CDK4. This inhibitor
blocks tumor cells growth (IC50 < 3.0 µM in HCT-116
and NCI-H460 cells) by impairing retinoblastoma suspectibility protein (Rb) phosphorylation and inducing G1
cell cycle arrest. Olomoucine is a purine derivative which
inhibits CDK1,2,5,7 and induces G1 arrest, and roscovitine/Seliciclib has the same specificity as olomoucine,
but shows 10fold improved efficacy in stabilization of
p53 as well as induction of cell cycle arrest and apoptosis
[21]. Our results demonstrating the chemosensitizing effects of CDK inhibitors on the TPT-sensitivity of SCLC
cell lines corroborate the findings obtained in NSCLC
upon manipulation of the CDKN2A inhibitor of CDKs
[19]. The highest synergistic effect of the CDK inhibitors
was detected for the SCLC cell lines with high resistance
to TPT, namely NCI-H417 and DMS153, although a significant effect was still visible in the freshly isolated
SCLC26A cells and the GLC19 cell line, which acquired
resistance to CAV chemotherapy/irradiation in vivo.
Whereas CDK4I directed to CDK4/6 showed good potency against the partly TPT-sensitive SCLC26A and
GLC19 cell lines, olomoucine and roscovitine, targeting
CDK1,2,5,7, were more effective against the TPT-resistant cell lines NCI-H417 and DMS153. Thus, inhibition
of CDK4/6 works for SCLC cells sensitive to TPT, in
contrast to resistant cells which respond best to impairment of the other CDKs.
The mechanisms underlying the synergism of TPT and
the CDK inhibitors are not clear. Inhibition of cancer cell
proliferation and induction of apoptosis are important
mechanisms for a chemotherapeutic agent [22]. During
JCT
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proliferation, progression through the cell cycle is first
regulated at G1 by cyclin D1 and CDK4/6 which are
expressed continuously throughout the early G1 phase
before cells pass through the restriction point and contribute to activating genes for entry into S phase. Activation of the p53 tumor suppressor gene leads to G1 phase
arrest and helps to maintain genetic stability by preventing entry into S phase. If DNA repair is compromised
cells commit to exit G1 phase and proceed to undergo
apoptotic cell death [23]. p16ink4 has been implicated as
a tumor suppressor that is lost from a variety of human
tumors and human cell lines [24]. The tumor suppressor
p16ink4 specifically binds and inhibits CDK4/6, preventing activation of the suppressor protein RB by phosphorylation. This tumor suppressor circuit is eliminated
in SCLC. Only 11% of 55 SCLC samples had absent
p16INK4 protein, and all of these belonged to the rare
subset of SCLC with wildtype RB expression. Conversely of 48 SCLC samples with absent or mutant RB,
all showed detectable levels of p16INK4 protein [25,26].
Furthermore, the p53 status of the SCLC26A has not
been checked, but the three other SCLC cell lines, NCIH417, DMS153 and GLC19 feature mutated p53 [27,28].
Since the DNA-damage checkpoint depends on p53 activation, the status of p53 might critically influence the
response to camptothecins. For the p53-mutated colon
cancer cell line HT29 gain of sensitivity to CPT-11/irinotecan was increased by either restoration of wild-type
p53 function or by sequential treatment with the roscovitine/CYC-202 CDK inhibitor [29]. In a similar fashion,
roscovitine resulted rather an induction of cell death instead of cell cycle arrest Lovo colorectal carcinoma cells
and in hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines, roscovitine
pretreatment considerably enhanced the carboplatin- and
quercetin-induced cell death via down regulation of AKT,
procaspases and Bcl-2 [30,31].
Mutations in the tumor-suppressor gene p53 allow the
growing tumor with multiple genetic alterations to evade
cell-cycle arrest and apoptosis [32]. Agents damaging
DNA may initiate postdamage responses by activating
cell-cycle checkpoints and these events might also influence treatment sensitivity and apoptotic potential [33].
Leukemia U-937 cells rapidly underwent characteristic
morphological changes, caspase activation, and DNA
fragmentation typical of apoptosis on treatment with the
DNA topoisomerase I inhibitor CPT. Accumulation of
these cells at G1 was not associated with major changes
in expression level or kinase activities of CDK2, CDK4,
and CDK6 after CPT treatment [34]. These results indicate that the G1 arrest of U937 cells does not correlate
with a classical driven cell cycle checkpoint but with the
known effect of CPT in mediating inhibition of DNA
replication and RNA transcription after stabilization of
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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topoisomerase I-linked DNA strand breaks. Treatment of
the colon cancer cells HCT116 with SN-38, the active
metabolite of CPT11/irinotecan, resulted in G2 cell-cycle
arrest without cell death; however, subsequent exposure
to flavopiridol induced apoptosis [35]. The broadband
CDK inhibitor flavopiridol is not only cytostatic, but also
cytotoxic to a variety of human tumor cell lines with
equal activity against an active cycling and noncycling
NSCLC cell line [36]. Flavopiridol enhanced paclitaxelinduced apoptosis only when administered after cytotoxic drug treatment, most likely through activation of
caspases, specifically caspase 3 [37]. In A549 NSCLC
cells in vitro, paclitaxel, cytarabine, TPT, doxorubicin,
and etoposidein combinations of flavopiridol exhibited
higher synergy when the agents were administered before
flavopiridol rather than concomitant with or following
flavopiridol [38]. Similarly, overruling of the CPT-induced S phase checkpoint by the protein kinase C inhibitor staurosporine enhanced the cytotoxicity of CPT,
particularly in p53-mutated tumors [39].
The results regarding flavopiridol discussed above
were published almost a decade ago and since then the
further development of this CDK inhibitor was detained
by disappointing clinical results. Although in phase I
clinical trials concentrations of flavopiridol needed for
CDK inhibition were achieved safely, the drug proved to
be ineffective in phase II trials against a large range of
different tumor entities [40]. Dose-limiting toxicities
became evident, especially in combinations with other
chemotherapeutics. Recently, with better understanding
of the tumor biology and the availability of several other
CDK inhibitors these agents are studied increasingly
alone or in drug combinations in susceptible tumor entities and patient subpopulations [20]. In conclusion, CDK
inhibitors seem to constitute potent chemosensitizers of
TPT in SCLC cell lines. The genetic background of these
tumor cells, lacking a functional cyclin D1-p16INK4CDK4/6-RB tumor suppressor pathway in conjunction
with mutated p53 seem to provide an ideal background
for the anticancer activity of TPT-CDK inhibitor combinations. In contrast to published results, here the agents
need not to be applied in the specific sequence of TPT
and CDK inhibitor subsequently, but synergize in concomitant administration [38].
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